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SINGULARITIES OF SOLUTIONS OF 
SOME SCHRÖDINGER EQUATIONS ON R" 

BY ALAN WEINSTEIN AND STEVEN ZELDITCH1 

The Schrödinger equation for the wave function 4/(t, xt, x2, . . . , xn) for 
a system of n one-dimensional oscillators is (in suitable units and coordinates) 

A • £ - * „ * w h e r e ^ 0 = g ^ — — +-Xfj. 

The fundamental solution (or "propagator") k0(t, x, y) of this equation, with 
initial condition fco(0, x, y) = U"=zl S(Xj - jy), has singularities which can easily 
be determined by using a well-known explicit formula for k0 [2, 6] for t ^ 
mn/ù)j and taking distribution limits as t —• m7r/co;.. 

The result is: 
(i) if L = G)jt/n is not an integer for any ƒ, then k(tt x, y) is smooth in x\ 
(ii) if L € Z for ƒ = j \ , . . . , jr then k(t, x, y) is a smooth 8 -function sup

ported on the (n - r)-dimensional plane {XJS = (-1)%/^}. 
In quantum mechanics, k(t, x, y) is the (probability) amplitude that a 

particle certainly at y at time 0 has arrived at x at time t. Semi-classically, 
k(t> x, y) describes a swarm of classical particles with initial positions all at y and 
with initial momenta uniformly distributed through R". The occurrence of 
singularities in k(t, x, y) coincides with the appearance of an "infinite density" 
of classical particles at a given point. 

In this announcement, we show how this description of singularities can be 
extended to the case where the Hamiltonian is H0 + V, V being (multiplication 
by) a potential function on Rn which is assumed to belong to the symbol class 
^ ( R " ) ; i.e. \d$V\ = 0(<x)~|a|) for all multi-indices a > 0, where <x> = (1 + \x\2)v\ 
Semi-classically, the swarm is now additionally influenced by the force -grad V(x); 
since this force approaches 0 at °°, the higher energy particles in the swarm are 
little influenced by the perturbation, and so they will tend to re-accumulate at 
the same points as before. It turns out that these points also form the singular 
locus for the perturbed wave functions, demonstrating the stability of the picture 
described in (i), (ii) above. 
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Most of the following theorem was proved in the second author's Ph.D. 
thesis [9] ; part of the results are reproven and slightly sharpened, with their 
geometric content explicated, in [8]. 

THEOREM. Let \pt(x) = \p(x, t) be a tempered distribution solution of the 
Schrödinger equation 

with VeS°(Rn). Then 
(i) if \//0 G E' + S {compactly supported plus a Schwartz function), and 

if t is not an integer multiple of any of the half-periods ViTj = 7r/co;- then \pt is 
C°° (this applies also if all co- = 0); 

(ii) if all frequences co;. are equal, and t = ITT/CÔJ, l G Z, then WF(\//t) is 
obtained from WF(i//0) by multiplying all In coordinates in R2" by (-1)', just as 
if Vwere zero. Moreover \pt G E' + S if ^ 0 G E' + S; 

(iii) if io-tj-n — /;. G Z for ƒ = ƒx, . . . , j r , then the singular support of 
k(t> * , y) Is contained in the union of hyperplanes {X\XJ = (-1)7V/ } (if the 
ratios cô /co; are all irrational, the singular support is the same as if V were 0.) 

Most previous work on the Schrödinger equation has dealt with the classical 
limit (asymptotics as h —> 0), or has required that the perturbation F be a pseudo-
differential operator whose symbol V(x, £) belongs to ^ ( R 2 " ) [1, 4, 5, 7] (these 
latter can never be multiplication operators). Our results involve the use of a 
new class of symbols introduced in [9] as amplitudes of operator kernels and 
adapted in [8] to Weyl symbols. This class consists of functions ("bi-symbols") 
a(x, £) on R2" for which (x)kl{§k\Da

xD\a\ and <&/<x?\P%D%i\ are bounded when-
ever 0 < k < |a|, and 0 < / < |j3|. The corresponding class of pseudo-differential 
operators is shown to be closed under composition and to permit the solution of 
evolution equations by series methods. These operators also decrease wavefront 
sets and preserve smoothness at infinity. 

Briefly, the operator equation ihdU/dt = HU for the evolution operator 
U(t) with initial value U(Q) = I is solved in the form U = BU0 where U0 solves 
the (unperturbed) harmonic oscillator equation ihdU0/dt = H0U0. The operator 
B is then UQAUQ1 , where A is a solution of 

(1) i^ft = V(t)A(t) 

with V(t) = U0(t)~~lVU0(i). Now the operators U0(t) belong to the metaplectic 
representation [5, 7] , so the Weyl symbol of V(t) is just the composite of the 
symbol of V with the time t map of the classical phase flow of the harmonic 
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oscillator system. (More concretely, use the explicit expression for the kernel of 
U0 above and a simple change of variables to get 

UQ 1VU0 f(x) = ƒ ƒ dx ei(<x-y^ V{ [{x + y)/2] cos t - % sin t)f(pc). 

Then note that in the Weyl calculus, the symbol of this is V(x cos t - £ sin t).) 
To solve (1), we rewrite it as the integral equation 

(2) A(t) = I + ±fo V(s)A(s)ds 

and iterate to get 

The first term (n = 1) is f0 V(s)ds9 whose Weyl symbol is then 

) V(x cos s - £ sin s)ds. 
j o 

The origin of the bi-symbol calculus lies in the following elementary estimate: 
IS? tf Si V(x cos s-% sin s)ds\ 

(a) < fl^+^ix cos s - | sin s)| |cos s||a||sin s\^dst 

(b) < C a ^ ( x cos s - | sin s>- |a+/î ||cos s||a||sin sl1^1^, 
(c) < C^y/lffo cos srk<3; sin s>fc|cos s||a||sin s\^ds9 

(d) <^a^0c>-fc<?>fc with * < |a| 
(and analogously in £). (b) follows (a) by the assumption that V G 5°(R"). (c) 
follows (b) by Peetre's inequality [3, Lemma 6.12] ,and the fact that <w>_1 < 1 
for any u. (d) follows from (c) by cancellation of the troublesome coefficients 
cos s, which then makes the bounds on <x)~k(%)k integrable. Passage from (b) to 
(c) explains the unusual form of the bi-symbol estimates. Passage from (c) to (d) 
explains why jc-derivatives do not yield a great deal of £-decay and vice-versa. 

Combining these ideas with integration by parts, one may show that each 
term in the sum for A is a bi-symbol pseudo-differential operator; it also turns 
out that the bi-symbols may be summed, so that A is a pseudo-differential opera
tor of this kind as well. This accounts for most of (i) and (ii). For (iii) and 
part of (i), it is necessary to introduce "nonisotropic symbols" in which the vari
able pairs are treated separately. 

To follow the singularities of i//( • , t) during the times when they are invi
sible, we introduce in [8] the notion of the metawave front set MWF(w) of a 
distribution w. MWF(w) is a subset of 

An = {(X, p)|X is an affine lagrangian subspace of R2" 

and p is a ray in the underlying vector space of X}. 
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It is defined by the conditions: 
(a) the intersection of MWF(w) with the subset of An in which X is "verti

cal" is the usual WF(w); 
(b) MWF(Lu) - L MWF(w) when L belongs to the inhomogeneous meta

plectic group, acting on S ' by the metaplectic representation, and on An by the 
action of the inhomogeneous symplectic group on R2n. 

Some examples and pitfalls connected with this definition are given in [8]. 
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